ABSTRACT. We define matrix representations of Artin groups over a 2-variable Laurent-polynomial ring and show that in the rank 2 case, the representations are faithful. In the special case of Artin's braid group, our representation is a version of the Burau representation and our faithfulness theorem is a generalization of the well-known fact that the Burau representation of B¡ is faithful.
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ABSTRACT. We define matrix representations of Artin groups over a 2-variable Laurent-polynomial ring and show that in the rank 2 case, the representations are faithful. In the special case of Artin's braid group, our representation is a version of the Burau representation and our faithfulness theorem is a generalization of the well-known fact that the Burau representation of B¡ is faithful.
In [4] , Brieskorn and Saito coined the phrase "Artin groups" to denote a certain class of groups, defined by generators and relations, which stand in relationship to arbitrary Coxeter groups much as Artin's braid group Bn [1] stands in relationship to the symmetric group Sn. One of the nice features of Coxeter groups is that they have "standard" representations [6] as groups of matrices over the real numbers preserving a suitably defined bilinear form and that, moreover, these representations are faithful (see [3] ). Our purpose here is to show the existence of analogous matrix representations of Artin groups over Laurent-polynomial rings preserving similarly defined sequilinear forms. Unfortunately, except in the simplest cases, the question of faithfulness of these Artin group representations remains open.
In §1, we define Artin groups G m (by representation), a Hermitian form J, and unitary reflections for each given generator of G m ', these are defined using a given Coxeter matrix M. In §2, we show that the reflections associated to generators of G m define a matrix representation of G m (Theorem 1) and that when the presentation of G m involves 2 generators, this representation is faithful (Theorem 2). We note that in the special case of the braid groups our representation is a version of the Burau representation ( [5] or see [2] ). The results below are first, a generalization to arbitrary Artin groups of the author's observation [10] that the Burau representation of Bn is unitary and second, a generalization to arbitrary rank 2 Artin groups of the well-known fact (see [9 or 2] ) that the Burau representation of B3 is faithful. Let M be an n x n Coxeter matrix. G m will denote the abstract group defined by generators X = {xi,... ,xn} and relations all (xiXj)m^1'3^ = {xjXi)m^1'^ for 1 < ¿ < y < n. Throughout, the case m(i,j) = oo will stand for "no relation". G m is the Artin group determined by M. Wm will denote Gm modulo the addition relations all x\ = 1. Note that in the presence of the relations x2 = 1, the defining relations of Gm take the form (xíXj)"1^1'^ = 1. Wm is called the Coxeter group determined by M. For the basic properties of Coxeter groups, see [3 or 6] . For a study of Artin groups and their relationship to Coxeter groups, see [4] . We define a symmetric bilinear form Jx associated to Wm and a Hermitian form J associated to Gm-To motivate the definitions of J, we begin by recalling the (well-knownsee [3] ) definition of Ji = Ji(M): Jj is the nxn matrix [cl3] where Cij = -2 cos(tt/m(i,j)).
Here, we adopt the convention that 7r/oo = 0 so that if m(i,j) = oo then c%3 = -2. Note that each clt = 2. Let V denote an n-dimensional vector space over R with basis {ei,... ,e"}. Identify each v eV with the column vector consisting of the coordinates of v with respect to the basis {ei,..., e"} of V.
With this convention, if v G V, let v' denote the transpose of v and, for u,v eV, define {u,v)i = u'Jiv. Thus, Ji defines a symmetric bilinear form on V. We use Ji to define a matrix representation pi of Wm on V: if v G V and x¿ G X define
It is well known (again see [3] ) that pi is a To define analogues of the representation pi of Wm defined above, we introduce an analogue of complex conjugation in the Laurent-polynomial ring A: if x e R then, as usual, x = x; also, s = s-1 and t = t~1, extended to A additively and multiplicatively. Note that if complex numbers of norm 1 are substituted for s and t then we recover ordinary complex conjugation.
We extend the definition of conjugation to matrices entrywise and, if A is a matrix over A, we define A* = A . For example, note that J* = s~1t~1J.
Let V denote a free A-module with basis {ei,...,e"} and, as above, identify each v e V with its column vector of coordinates. If u, v G V define (u, v) = u*Jv.
Finally, we define p: if v G V and xx G X define
We shall see below that p provides a matrix representation of the Artin group GmNote that (p(xt))(v -s~1t~1 (et,v)et) = v. It follows that each p(xt) acts invertibly on V. In fact, each p(xi) is a pseudo-reflection in the sense of [3] . Also, for each Xi G X and each u,v eV. we have
Combining this observation with Theorem 1 below, we conclude that p is a representation of G m in a group of unitary matrices.
Theorems.
In this section, we show that the function p defined (on generators) above extends to a representation of the Artin groups G m and that when n = 2, this representation is faithful. (The second result includes the fact that the Burau representation of B3 is faithful-see [9 or 2] .)
To prove that p defines a representation of G m , we need to show that p respects the defining relations of Gm-An important observation is the following Lemma, det J / 0. PROOF. In det J, the coefficients of (st)n is 1, so det J ^ 0. At this point, it is convenient to introduce the field-of-quotients F of A. F is a rational function field over R. Extend the definition of conjugation to F. Letting Vp denote the F-vector space V ®\ F, extend (-, -) to Vf and also view pasa linear transformation on Vp. Note that since (-, -) is nondegenerate, if tt G Vf satisfies u / 0, then u1--{v G Vf|(u, v) = 0} is an (n-l)-dimensional subspace of Vf-Also note that p(e¿) is the identity on ef. Given i,j satisfying 1 < i < j < n, let Vij denote the subspace of Vf spanned by e¿ and e3, and let VA = ef C\ej-. We need the following Lemma. Vi}-nvA = {0}. In general, the question of the faithfulness of p remains open. The only known cases seem to be those that follow easily from Theorem 2: G m is a direct product of rank 1 or 2 Artin groups (equivalently, F m is a disjoint union of vertices and pairs of vertices connected by an edge). Much effort has been devoted (unsuccessfully) to trying to determine whether or not the Burau representation of B4 is faithful. One other case that might be worth investigating is M defined by each m(i,j) = 00, so that G m is a free group.
